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Waalwijk is an attractive municipality for people and businesses alike. We want to keep it this way and we do everything we can to
improve local services. We want to move forward in a positive way, which is why we work together with local residents, businesses
and civic organisations to make Waalwijk cleaner, greener and more sustainable. Sensible waste management will help us achieve
our goals. Waste is, after all, a valuable resource and should not just be thrown away. After recycling, it can be used to make new
products.
From waste to raw material
PMD stands for plastic (bags and packaging materials), metal (packaging, cans and tins) and drink
carton waste. We are getting better and better at separating our waste. If waste is properly separated,
the municipality receives payment from the ﬁnal processor. If waste is not properly separated, it cannot
be recycled and the municipality has to pay to have it processed. Ultimately, we will all notice how our
recycling behaviour positively or negatively aﬀects our wallets through the annual municipal waste tax.
This fact sheet explains what you can put in the special bags for PMD waste and how you should present
PMD waste for collection. Thank you for your cooperation!

Duurzaam
Waalwijk

What types of packaging can be put in the special bags for PMD waste?
PLASTIC (BAGS AND PACKAGING MATERIALS)

, kofﬁeverpakkingen,

METAL (CANS AND TINS)

DRINK CARTONS

DO YOU HAVE ANY DOUBTS ABOUT WHAT CLASSIFIES AS PMD WASTE?
Is it packaging material? Is it made from plastic or metal, or is it a drink carton? Is it empty?
Three ‘yes’ answers? You can put it with the PMD. One ‘no’ answer? It is not PMD.
It classiﬁes as residual waste:
For example: hard plastic, polystyrene, (shopping) carrier bags, medical waste, plastic toys,
inﬂatable swimming pools, paint tins, pressurised spray cans, aluminium foil, crisp bags, pizza boxes,
and plastic plates, cutlery and cups.

How should you present PMD waste for collection?
In the special bags for PMD waste that are available FREE of charge from:
WAALWIJK: Albert Heijn, Bloemenoordplein 50 en De Els 46A - BoerenBond PetsPlace, Professor Lorentzweg 20
Jumbo, Grotestraat 358 - Milieustraat, Weteringweg 29 - Plus, Reigerbosweg 2 - Stadhuis, Taxandriaweg 6
SPRANG-CAPELLE: Jumbo, Van der Duinstraat 115 - Plus, Raadhuisplein 29D WASPIK: Plus, Kerkstraat 27

How to use the special bags
for PMD waste:
Tie up the bags tightly!
Put out your bags of PMD
waste in the waste pick-up
area on the day of collection
before 7.30 a.m.

Residents of high-rise buildings
should put their bags of PMD
waste by the main entrance
or next to the chute of the
underground waste container.
Tie up bags tightly and put them
NEXT to the chute cover plate.

Download the free AfvalWijzer (Waste Guide) app
Bags of PMD waste will be collected once every two weeks. The collection dates are listed in the waste calendar, the AfvalWijzer
app and online at www.mijnafvalwijzer.nl. In the AfvalWijzer app, you can view your personal digital waste calendar. You can also
conﬁgure the app to notify you when and what type of waste will be collected.

Attention: enter the postcode and the house number of the street where you put out waste
for collection.
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